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Advent and Christmas 2020

O come, O come, Emmanuel, And ransom captive Israel…

And the glory of the Lord shone round about them…
and they worshipped him.
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We are building community even in these hard times.
Please give this some thought and prayer and let me
know.

From the Rector
Dear Friends in Christ,

love to chat!

I hope you are well and
managing okay in the midst
of these difficult times. Please
let me know how you are.
You can send me a note to
paul.lampman@icloud.com, or
call me 204.898.8038. I would

Much love in Christ,
Paul☩

Christmas Pageants Past
Do you recognize anyone?

Our family is managing okay during this difficult time.
It is challenging for Heather as a music teacher (and
all teachers) these days. Luke is working at a bookstore
as he deferred software development studies until
January, and Gabriella is studying Music at CMU.
All her courses are online. James is in grade five and
the pandemic adds challenges for him and the other
children. Please pray for our family, as we continue to
remember you in prayer.

Many Christmases have passed since then but I came
across this picture the other day when sorting through
some old stuff. Coincidently, Sheila sent out a request
for Christmas memories that day and that got me
thinking about Christmas pageants past. It was always
such a hectic time but the teamwork among teachers
and students was incredible. We powered through
making costumes, co-ordinating tableau movements of
the nativity with carols that the children could learn
quickly, assigning roles and rehearsing, fitting costumes
at the last minute. All this done in the space of the four
Sundays of Advent. I remember especially the first
pageant we did which was the first that St. Luke’s had
seen for a long time. Parents and grandparents, aunts
and uncles all came. You could feel the anticipation.
The church was packed to standing room!

Also, I am writing to let you know about an important
project that the pastoral care team has been working
on: a phone tree for the parish.
We have three groups of people we are reaching out to
and connecting with by phone:
1) priority care (ill and hospital, home-bound,
personal care home or assisted living residence);
2) small group callers and members keeping in touch
with each other (choir, committees, support groups
etc.); and
3) members and friends of the church.
The first two groups have been taken care of by clergy
and key ministry volunteers.
We hope to have our parishioners checked in on at
least once per month. We do not expect callers to know
everyone, but simply call on behalf of the church to
check in and see how people are managing and how
they are. If there are particular needs, clergy can be
informed for follow-up pastoral care.

The children entered through the door to the chancel to
take their places crowded around the manger situated
at the top of the steps leading into the chancel and each
carol was sung. In those days we always seemed to have
an infant in the congregation who was carried in by the
mother (an angel) who handed him/her over to Mary
who then placed the infant (who never cried) in the
manger. I remember how beautifully the children all
spontaneously moved in close, in awe as Silent Night
was sung. The children’s voices were angelic as the carol
filled the nave with reverence and stillness. And then
as the children exited everyone erupted into Joy to the
World. It truly was joyful!

Before we go ahead with members calling members
in the third group we need permission to share phone
numbers. Only members who give permission will be
called by laypersons. I am doing my best to connect
with members by phone and email.
Please let me know your preference:
1) permission to share your number with a parish
caller; OR
2) preference for clergy only to call.
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Pageants became a Christmas tradition for many years
after that and I am so glad to have been a part of several
of them.

stockings, each child checked to see if, perhaps during
the night, the Baby Jesus had come.
Missing that piece of the set seemed to have an odd
effect. At least it changed my focus. I knew there were
presents under the tree for me, and I was excited to
watch the children open their gifts, but first on my mind
was the feeling of waiting for the ceramic Christ Child.
We had opened just about all of the presents, when one
of the children found one more for me buried deep
beneath the limbs of the tree. He handed me a small
package from my former visiting teaching companion.
This sister was somewhat less-active in the church. I
had been her visiting teacher for a couple of years and
then, when she was asked to be a visiting teacher, she
requested to go with me. I had learned over time they
didn’t have much for Christmas, so that their focus was
on the children. It sounded like she didn’t get many
gifts to open, so I had always given her a small package
– new dish towels, the next year’s relief society lesson
manual – not much, but something for her to open.

Wishing you a joyous Christmas season as you
remember … during this time that will be like no other.
- Doreen Blackman

Will the Christ Child come?
One Christmas, we
had
an
interesting
experience that I would
like to share. Halfway
through December, we
were doing the regular
evening things, when
there was a knock at
the door. We opened it
to find a small package
with a beautiful ceramic lamb inside. We looked at the
calendar and realized that the 12 days of Christmas
were beginning! We waited excitedly for the next night’s
surprise, and only then, with the gift of a matching
shepherd, did we realize that the lamb was part of a
nativity set.

I was touched when at church on the day before
Christmas, she had given me this small package, saying
it was just a token of her love and appreciation. As I
took off the bow, I remembered my friendship with her
and was filled with gratitude for knowing her and for
her kindness and sacrifice in giving me this gift. But as
the paper fell away, I began to tremble and cry. There in
the small brown box was the Baby Jesus! He had come!

Each night we grew more excited to see what piece
we would receive. Each was exquisitely beautiful. The
kids kept trying to catch the givers, as we slowly built
the scene at the manger and began to focus on Christ’s
birth.

I realized on that Christmas Day, Christ will come into
our lives in ways that we don’t expect. The spirit of
Christ comes into our hearts as we serve one another.
We had waited and watched for him to come, expecting
the dramatic “knock at the door and scurrying of feet”,
but he came in a small, simple package that represented
service, friendship, gratitude, and love.

On Christmas Eve, all the pieces were in place, all but
the Baby Jesus. My 12-year-old son really wanted to
catch our benefactors, and began to devise all kinds
of ways to trap them. He ate dinner in the minivan,
watching and waiting, but no one came. Finally, we
called him in to go through our family’s Christmas Eve
traditions. But before the kids went to bed, we checked
the front step – no Baby Jesus! We began to worry that
my son had scared them off. My husband suggested
that maybe they dropped the Jesus, and there wouldn’t
be anything coming. Somehow, something was missing
that Christmas Eve. There was a feeling that things
weren’t complete. The kids went to bed, and before
I went to bed, I again checked to see if the Jesus had
come. No, the doorstep was empty. In our family, the
kids can open their stockings when they want to, but
they have to wait to open any presents until Dad wakes
up. So, one by one, they woke up very early, and I also
woke up to watch them. Even before they opened their

This experience taught me that the beginning of the
true spirit of Christmas comes as we open our hearts
and actively focus on the Saviour. But we will most
likely find him in the small and simple acts of love,
friendship, and service that we give to each other. This
Christmas I want to feel again the joy of knowing that
Christ is in our home. I want to focus on loving and
serving. More than that, I want to open my heart to
him all year, that I may see him again.
- Gaye Willis. Thanks to Don Seaton
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I had heard of the Lusitanian Church but that was the
extent of my knowledge. So I turned to Google.

News from 1918
In This Place (Chapter 9)

“The American Episcopal (Anglican) Church
organized the Lusitanian Church, Catholic
Apostolic Evangelical, in 1880. The church
consisted of Roman Catholic priests who formed
congregations in and around Lisbon using a
translation of the 1662 English prayer book. A
Lusitanian bishop was consecrated in 1958 and in
the early 1960s many provinces of the Anglican
Communion established full communion with the
church in Portugal. Full integration occurred in
1980 when the church became an extra-provincial
diocese under the metropolitical authority of the
Archbishop of Canterbury.

Seed Thought - 11 March 1906.
We must live through the weary winter,
If we would value spring.
And the woods must be cold and silent
Before the robins song.
The flowers mist lie buried in darkness
Before they can bud and bloom:
And the sweetest and warmest sunshine,
Come after the storm and gloom.
Finances in the parish were tight, as so much went into
the war effort …

Just part of the Anglican Communion in over 165
countries.

“...the church was closed from October 11 to
November 24th inclusive because city and
provincial health authorities closed all churches,
schools, and theatres in Winnipeg in an effort to
check the Spanish Flu pandemic, which eventually
killed 50,000 Canadians, roughly as many as were
killed in the Great War. The wardens feared for
severe financial loss because the church was not
open and therefore contributions were not being
received, but were delighted with the generous
response of parishioners to a letter sent out
explaining the problem.”

Lusitania is the name of an ancient Roman province,
now part of Portugal.
It is also the name of the cruise ship Lusitania, the
sinking of which in 1915 catapulted the United
States into World War I.”
*Extra-Provincial means outside of an ecclesiastical
province. Bermuda is another one.
- Sheila Welbergen

Who is Jesus?
The following article does not necessarily reflect the
official views of The Parish Church of St Luke, Winnipeg.
All of what follows could fall within the range of Anglican
theology.

I’m not adding
this year (2020)
to my age –
I did not use it!

Advent is “a time of expectant waiting and preparation
for both the celebration of the Nativity of Christ at
Christmas and the return of Christ at the Second
Coming.”1 For the purpose of this article, I will use
Christ and Jesus interchangeably.
Who is this Jesus whom we await? There are many ways
to answer the question.

From our newsletter
29 November 2020

Much of what I found in my reading is what I might
call ‘pedantic theology’, discussing whether Jesus
is God, man, both God and man, or some hybrid of
these. As Diarmid MacCulloch2 illustrates, the nature
of Jesus has been the subject of much vigorous debate
throughout the history of Christianity, at times
resulting in ecumenical councils, new creeds, schisms,
and pronouncements of heresy.

Following the Anglican Cycle of Prayer in our weekly
newsletter, we find a list of persons and parishes for
whom we are asked to pray.
In the 29 November list was this request:
“Pray for The Lusitanian Church (Extra-Provincial*
to the Archbishop of Canterbury.) - The Rt. Rev.
Jorge Pina Cabral, Bishop of the Lusitanian Church”
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While these debates may be intellectually stimulating
for some, they are far beyond what could be addressed
in the brief space and time available here.

submits entirely to the will of God. He is a symbol to
me of justice, especially as a model of someone who
does not accept the status quo, who speaks for the
downtrodden and the disenfranchised as well as those
who wish to put their resources to a spiritual end and
to grow in their relationship to God”7

‘Who is Jesus?’ is really a question of personal faith. I
hope to present some ideas that might help you explore
this for yourself.

“The life of Jesus Christ offers a unique, public signpost
to God. He is the intersection between our world and
God’s. By looking at his life – his teachings, healings,
death and rising to life – we can discover who God is
and what he is like.”8

As we get to know any person, our relationship changes
over time. In the best relationships, our understanding
of the person will deepen. So it is with Jesus. Each of
us has an individual relationship with Jesus so our
understanding will be individual. “Ideas about God
and Christ have so multiplied throughout most of
the history of Anglicanism, and particularly in recent
decades, that there is no single viewpoint that can claim
representative status.”3

“Jesus is God incarnate, the fullest expression in human
life of who God is, the fullest expression of who we are
called to be.”7
“In Jesus, …God’s presence became more obvious and
believable in the world. The formless took on form in
someone we could “hear, see, and touch” (1 John 1.1),
making God easier to love.”9

The possibilities are
endless. Each of the
following speaks about
an important aspect of
Jesus:

“Jesus is a friend, a constant companion, a protector,
a role model, and, most importantly, a savior (sic). He
comforts me in the darkest of situations and does not
hate me if I make a mistake. I think that this is a love all
the world needs to know.”7

“Jesus is the human form
of God; he is God’s son
and our saving King. He
experienced life on earth
just like we do today; he
felt pain, he suffered and
he was also put to the test.
Unlike us, though, he was
perfect and was in God’s
plan before creation.”4

“Here is what we are made for. Through Jesus Christ we
are in relationship with God and a universal, worldwide
family. And everyone is welcome to belong.”10
“As people of faith, we do have one foundational
certainty, a rock on which we can stand in the midst of
the swirling uncertainties around us. That rock is Jesus
Christ.”11

Photo Credit: Ted Rennie

“Jesus is my Source for
wisdom, guidance, energy, and the Path for my feet.”5

As you make your journey through Advent to Christmas
I invite you to reflect on the preceding ideas and ask
yourself, “Who is this Jesus whom we await?”

“In Jesus, God became a man to do what man could not.
It was not enough for the Creator to uphold his side of
the covenant which Adam broke. He had to come and
uphold Adam’s side, as well. He took what he is as God
and bound it to what we are as creatures, guaranteeing
that we could no more fall into the cosmic dust heap
than he could.”6

- Ted Rennie
Further Reading (all quotations were taken from these
sources):

“My understanding of Jesus is my guide for finding,
receiving, and giving forgiveness. There are times
when I struggle deeply with this concept but my belief
in the absolute forgiveness of God as expressed and
exemplified by Jesus is my encouragement.”7
“Sometimes he is the Son of God; sometimes he is a
prophet to this devastated world; sometimes he is just
someone I can talk to.”7
“Jesus is a symbol of what can happen when a person
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advent

2

MacCulloch, Diarmid: Christianity: The First Three
Thousand Years, Publisher: Allen Lane, 2009
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https://www.patheos.com/library/anglican/beliefs/
ultimate-reality-and-divine-beings

4

http://www.pananiaanglican.com.au/about-jesus-1
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https://www.stmarynb.ca/blog/who-is-jesus-to-you
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https://www.patheos.com/blogs/troublerofisrael/2017/12/
yes-fellow-protestants-mary-is-the-mother-of-god-itsgood-christology/
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https://episcopalchurch.org/library/article/who-jesus-you

they can now reproduce.”
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https://www.stjohnswilberforce.org.au/jesus/
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https://cac.org/who-is-christ-2018-12-02/

Scientists also pointed to an artery, found in the human
forearm, to highlight evolutionary changes. The blood
vessel previously disappeared after birth, but is now
increasingly prevalent in humans. The artery, the main
vessel supplying blood to the hand, used to vanish once
neighbouring arteries had grown, but now as many as
one in three retain it throughout their lives.
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https://www.archbishopofcanterbury.org/priorities/
evangelism-and-witness/who-jesus
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https://www.anglican.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020-1021-primate-audio-transcript.pdf

It poses no health risk, and even helps to boost blood
supply. It can also be used as a replacement in surgical
procedures in other parts of the body.

Oh, Baby! But are we better human beings?
“Babies no longer being born with wisdom teeth
among our microevolutionary changes: scientists.

Our study shows we are still evolving, faster than at any
point in the past 250 years

Shorter faces, extra bones in feet and legs, and an
artery in the forearm are among a slew of anatomical
differences recorded in modern humans.”

The researchers said they investigated the rate
of retainment in successive generations through
examining records, and dissecting cadavers from
people born in the 20th century.”

“Researchers found evidence that humans now have
more bones in their feet, while wisdom teeth are
becoming obsolete.

The findings were published in the Journal of Anatomy.
The National Post, 10 October 2020. (edited for space)

Babies are no longer being born with wisdom teeth, as
humans are evolving faster than at any time in the past
250 years, research has shown.
Shorter faces, extra bones in feet and legs, and an
artery in the forearm are among a slew of anatomical
differences recorded in modern humans.

If you have been interested in how we humans are
evolving, I recommend you read the following about
food supply now and in the future:
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/kitchener-waterloo/
andrew-coppolino-vertical-farming-1.5739050

Australian scientists have said in a report that the
species is experiencing a microevolution, where
changes take place over a short period of time, after
reaching a “relaxed state” of natural selection.

And how one person sees that a shake up in food
supply is a call to reject capitalism. Follow the link in
the previous article: Utopian Dinner Table: how to feed
the world in 100 years.

Dr Teghan Lucas, of Flinders University in Adelaide,
and the report’s lead author, said: “A lot of people
thought humans have stopped evolving. But our study
shows we are still evolving, faster than at any point in
the past 250 years.”

Author of the article: The Telegraph Jessica Carpani - Publishing date 10 October 2020

Story from our community
My practice partners and I run a small free health
clinic in a large metropolitan area. Constantly we’re
confronted with situations that the health ‘system’
just hasn’t been designed to manage. Our mantra has
become that the health system isn’t broken, it’s working
just the way it was designed: without consideration
for the poor and disenfranchised… Suppose, just
suppose, we allow the imagination of Jesus to take on
the U.S. health system, (read Canadian) without ever
mentioning the name Jesus, but totally acting in the
name of Jesus by putting on the mind of Christ. The
compassion, the care, the love exuded by such action
could change the world.

Scientists have seen an increase in people born with a
small bone at the back of the knee, the fabella, and extra
joints in feet to form abnormal connections between
two or more bones.
There are also more cases of spina bifida occulta – an
opening of the sacral canal, the bone at the base of the
spine. Explaining such evolutionary mutations, Dr
Lucas said: “Humans are currently in a relaxed state of
natural selection as our environment is considerably
favourable to us. We have advanced as a species to the
point where natural selection no longer removes the
outliers in the gene pool.
“An example is infertile individuals. Natural selection
would dictate that they do not have the opportunity to
pass on their genes. However, due to modern medicine,

- Butch P.
(R. Rohr, 12.1.2020)
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The way or the destination?

Incarnational Theology, (though not being a fan of
Irenæus, it grieves me…). Redemption through the
Cross, yes, but by and through the waters of baptism,
a new beginning, being born anew, over and over and
over, nourished by the meal. Putting aside the spatial
problems with “relocating” the Incarnation scene, I
recall the line of the hymn, O Holy Child of Bethlehem,
be born in us today. The question is, how and where
is this birth to be, now? In Bethlehem as the scripture
says, or is it possible the Incarnation could take place
in all of us, now, here, in this church which is moving
along in his way?

The liturgical colours of blue/purple, white, green, and
red lead us through the seasons of the Church’s year,
Advent/Christmas, Lent/Easter, Pentecost, Saints’ days,
and Harvest/Patronal. We have a nativity scene for
Christmas, and many years ago, we had a diorama for
Easter: a tomb and garden.
A few years ago a parishioner, Ross Thompson
commented that he ‘had not noticed the nativity scene’
by the nave altar. May be other people missed seeing it
there or anywhere else.
That seemed to provoke a discussion at the Worship
Team meeting, back in October 2012, one member
saying we are a destination church.

- Sheila Welbergen

What do we do with evil?

Well, a lot of time has flown downstream since then,
but the question I raised then was: Are we a destination
church or an On the Way Church?

One reason we lost interest in the concept of sin is
because we usually heard it being used to judge, shame,
exclude, or control others or ourselves. Seldom was the
concept of sin used to bring discernment or deeper
understanding, much less compassion or forgiveness, to
the human situation. My conviction is that sin became
a less useful idea for many of us because we needed to
move around in a different field to regain our notion
of the deadly nature of true evil. If we are honest and
perceptive, we surely see that actual evil often seems to
dominate the very air and is much more the norm than
the exception.

These days it seems hard enough to stay afloat while
standing still, but we still have to decide: what is our
destination and have we arrived or are we still On the
Way?
We say Jesus is the way, and his way is always moving
forward. When he was met with scripture quoting ‘the
way it was and had to be’, he countered with: “But I say
unto you…”
A destination church usually means that most
parishioners live outside the boundaries of the parish
but it can also mean we consider we have arrived, i.e.,
we sit in our comfortable pews. But you cannot sit down
in the way, or you get run over. There was a long ago
synod sermon which urged us to not be encamped, but
to get up, pull out our tent pegs, and continue moving
along the way.
If we are content, or even proud, to say we are a
destination church – and destination in this sense means
for our own people as well as the two or three times a
year folks – are we missing the opportunity to point to
and be a continuing way church?

I’m convinced the apostle Paul’s teaching about the
nature of sin reveals his spiritual genius. For him, sin is
not primarily individual fault, but the negative matrix
out of which both evil and enlightenment arise. Paul
(or the school of Paul) wrote in Ephesians: “You were
dead through the crimes and sins that used to make up
your way of life, when you were living by the principles
of this world, thus obeying the ruler who dominates
the very air” (2.1‒2). This compact sentence seems
to be pointing to at least three sources of evil, which
would eventually be called the flesh, the world, and the
devil in early Catholic moral theology:

We sure have had to learn new ways these past months!
We have learned that ‘I like it’ or ‘I don’t like it’ are not
the only options. We have had to learn there can be a
third way. Looking at things from another perspective
which may prompt an “Aha!” or “Oh, I never thought of
that.” Zoom meetings, online recorded services viewed
by an unimagined number of worshippers. “Like a
mighty army moves the Church of God!”

1) The Flesh: “the crimes and sins that used to make
up your way of life” (our personal participation in an
already criminal and sinful culture);
2) The World: “living by the principles of this world”
(since most cultures are based on false or superficial
agreements about value, dignity, and success). By
world, Paul is not referring to creation or nature, but
rather what we might call the system;

So back to Christmas or at least the nativity scene: did
we miss really seeing it? I admit to leaning towards

3) The Devil: “the ruler who dominates the very air”
(the illusions and deceits which so totally control the
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field of consciousness that most of us cannot see them;
it is the very air we breathe).

It is clever because it does not blame dirt for being
dirt. Stuff is only dirt insofar as it annoys somebody, or
otherwise violates their sense of order. This is not quite
to say that dirt is in the eye of the beholder, just that,
without a beholder in an ordered environment, there is
no dirt, only stuff. George Carlin made a similar point
in his stand-up comedy bit where other people’s stuff is
“s**t,” but your s**t is “stuff.”

Up to now, most Christians have placed almost all of
our attention on the level of the flesh, policing sexuality
and various unclean acts rather than addressing
the more serious and pervasive forms of corporate
injustice and evil. We have had almost no education in
or recognition of what Paul meant by “the principles
of the world” and even less on what he meant by “the
ruler who dominates the very air.” When we imagine
the devil as a caricature of a red, horned figure, we are
not taking evil seriously. The implications have been
massive, blinding, and hugely destructive, both for the
individual and for society.

Noise is like that, too.
“Noise is unwanted sound,” says Marcia Jenneth
Epstein, a University of Calgary expert on sound as an
ecological concern, and author of a new book on noise
as a human bother.
“It’s something that’s irritating, or obscures the flow
of information,” she says. Noise can be different for
different people, and does not have to irritate everyone,
as in the use of classical music to repel loitering
teenagers, a strategy pioneered in British Columbia
7-Eleven parking lots.

- Rohr, 2020-10-12
For an example of modern evil, go to this URL
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/parliamentarycommittee-uighur-genocide-1.5772757, 10.23.2020.

Epstein is an acoustic ecologist, and her book Sound
and Noise: a Listener’s Guide to Everyday Life is an effort
to change public perception about the importance of
auditory awareness as a matter of public and personal
health.

Here is a puzzle
Think of a nine-letter word where you can remove one
letter at a time and still be left with a correctly-spelled
word each time.
Answers will be found in later pages.

But then the pandemic upended every soundscape in
the world.

- (This from Elizabeth Briggs)

“Sound makes us aware of larger worlds than the ones
we can see. So do silences,” she wrote in a preface dated
May, 2020, when the first lockdowns were in wide
effect.

Sound vs Noise
Drawing the battle lines between loud and quiet,
exuberant and aggressive.

A virus had quieted
the world. New noises
caught the attention.
Birds started chirping
less loudly, with less
competition

Sound is not just physical waves, but also the end point
of that wave, with effects on the eardrum, nerves, brain,
mind, psyche, household, neighbourhood, society

“Ambient sound level
readings taken in major cities show night-time levels
during the day,” she wrote in May, citing field work from
March in British Columbia by the composer Hildegard
Westerkamp. “Reports come in, as well, about the calls
of urban birds being less loud than usual as they adjust
to a quieter environment, no longer straining to be
heard above human soundscapes.”

Sound has a “dual identity as acoustic wave in the
realm of physics and auditory sensation in the realm of
physiology,” author Marcia Jenneth Epstein says.
There’s a famously clever definition of “dirt,” usually
credited to the British anthropologist Mary Douglas, as
“matter out of place.”

What is an acoustic ecologist to do in such a time? As
usual, the answer was mostly to listen.
Her focus changed as a result. Originally she was
focused on noise as a public health issue, not only for
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the threat of hearing loss, but also for the less obvious
effects of sleep disturbance, chronic stress conditions,
depression or anxiety.

This novel perspective on noise has given rise to a
curious sort of controversy in the academic context,
with clear “battle lines,” as she puts it, between loud and
quiet, and which should be encouraged.

But she came to see this as too narrow, ignoring what
sound does to make people more sensitive to beauty, as
well as hazard.

On the one side is acoustic ecology, which aims to
protect natural soundscapes from the noises of industry
and advertising, and generally condemns noise as a
violation of an “essential right to quiet even in urban
communities.”

So the book is also partly a philosophical reflection on
the good life, how sound fits into it, and what we can or
should do about that.

On the other is sound studies, which takes a more
sociological view, regarding noise “as a beneficial
stimulant for social interaction among diverse urban
subcultures,” and silence as a “chilling of activity.”

The point was never simply to study sound, but to
investigate its place in the world of human affairs, to
acknowledge sound’s “dual identity as acoustic wave
in the realm of physics and auditory sensation in the
realm of physiology.”

“We need familiarity in the soundscape,” Epstein said.
“But the same thing all day every day is not opening
any portals in the imagination. It’s important to keep
some portals open so something unfamiliar can come
in.”

Sound is not just physical waves that propagate through
a forest, as in the famous Zen example, when a falling
tree disturbs the surrounding air. It is also the end point
of that wave, and its local effects, should it ever reach a
hearing person’s ears.

- National Post Staff
Publishing date: 24 October 2020 (edited for space.)

Those effects are measurable on the eardrum, nerves,
brain, mind, psyche, household, neighbourhood,
society.

A great stress reducer … with movement

Perils abound: fire alarm testing in the apartment
building, the rattle of a loose water pipe behind the wall,
construction outside, the dog, the neighbour’s dog, the
kids, the neighbour’s kids, the oppressive silence of an
empty house, the Zoom call in the other room.

Have you ever heard of Andreas Wannerstedt?
Andreas Wannerstedt is a Stockholm based artist
and art director who crafts unique 3D sculptures and
mesmerizing looping animations. The imagery of
Andreas is both sophisticated and whimsical, featuring
simple and playful geometric shapes in balanced
compositions, together with organic textures and
harmonizing color palettes. His perfectly synchronised
animations has often been described as “oddly
satisfying”, since the overall effect evokes a strangely
hypnotizing feeling which makes the viewer relaxed
and even meditative. Although his animations are
vaguely based on real world behaviours, they often
break the boundaries of tolerances, friction and gravity,
enabling endless motions of the cleanest order.

Compared to history, people today are uniquely placed
to control their soundscapes. We may not have natural
earlids, but now we have all manner of earphones and
earplugs, with digital control over ambient noise, and
access to endless varieties of discussion, music, white
noise.
“We are in a better time than we were say, 20 or 30
years ago, partly because the internet has made a lot of
soundscapes possible to listen to when you’re not living
in the place where they are happening,” Epstein said.

His website: https://andreaswannerstedt.se

She tells a “speculative history” of soundscapes of the
past, from hunter gatherer societies in overgrown
temperate climates or windswept arid climates, to the
early rhythms of farming sounds and domesticated
animals, the “patter and clash” of ancient cities.

- Thanks to Elizabeth Briggs

“The density of urban life gives rise to early forms of
noise annoyance: market wagons with metal-rimmed
wheels rumbling along stone-paved roads, residences
crowded close enough to echo and amplify sounds
from the streets, groups of late-night revellers singing
and quarrelling their way home,” she writes.
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What’s in a name?

A little boy’s meeting with God

Tucker Carlson of Fox
News: “What is the
capital of Canada? For
the record, it’s a place
called ‘Ottawa’, Carlson
said, stressing the second
syllable of the city’s
name instead of the first — essentially pronouncing it:
“aw-TUH-wah” instead of “AW-tuh wah.”

There once was a little boy who wanted to meet God.
He knew it was a long trip to where God lived, so he
packed his suitcase with Twinkies and a six-pack of
root beer and started his journey. When he had gone
about three blocks, he met an old woman. She was
sitting in the park just staring at some pigeons.

The reaction was immediate. “I have never heard
anyone mispronounce ‘Ottawa’ the way Tucker Carlson
does here. Very odd,” U.S. reporter Andrew Feinberg
tweeted. “Did Tucker Carlson just intentionally
mispronounce ‘Ottawa’ to make Canada seem like
some exotic, foreign country?”
“I know he was trying to be funny, but he actually
came pretty close,” said Jeff Monague, an elder
from the Beausoleil First Nation and an expert in
Anishinaabemowin, the language from which the place
name Ottawa is derived.

The boy sat down next to her and opened his suitcase.
He was about to take a drink from his root beer when he
noticed that the old lady looked hungry, so he offered
her a Twinkie. She gratefully accepted it and smiled at
him. Her smile was so pretty that the boy wanted to see
it again, so he offered her a root beer. Once again she
smiled at him. The boy was delighted! They sat there
all afternoon eating and smiling, but they never said a
word.

Monague said the original Anishinaabe word “odaawe”
– pronounced “aw-DAH weh” – means “a place of
trade” or “to sell or to trade,” and was used to refer to
the Algonquian-speaking Ojibway people of the same
name.
While their traditional territory was west of the Ottawa
River Valley along the shores of Lake Huron, they were
key traders in what’s now the Ottawa area.

As it grew dark, the boy realized how tired he was, and
he got up to leave but before he had gone more than a
few steps, he turned around, ran back to the old woman
and gave her a hug. She gave him her biggest smile ever.

- Ryan P. Jones, CBC News, 2020-10-12
Well, if he got the CANada part right and did not say
‘Canarda’ we are somewhat mollified.

When he came home a short time later, his mother was
surprised by the look of joy on his face. She asked him,
“What did you do today that made you so happy?” He
replied, “I had lunch with God.” But, before his mother
could respond, he added, “You know what? She’s got
the most beautiful smile I’ve ever seen!”

Winterpeg, anyone?
- Sheila Welbergen

My philosophy has always
been to say to those who say,
“it can’t be done”:
‘would you please just stop
interrupting and get out of the
way of those who are doing it.’

Meanwhile, the old woman, also radiant with joy,
returned to her home. Her son was stunned by the look
of peace on her face and he asked, “Mother, what did
you do today that made you so happy?” She replied, “I
ate Twinkies in the park with God.” But, before her son
responded, she added, “You know, he’s much younger
than I expected.”
Moral: God is everywhere. We just need to share our
happiness and make others smile to feel him.

-Dolly Parton

- Bertha Brant. (wwwmralstories.org)
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element in their daily walk and our help has been much
appreciated.”

Do you remember Mr. and Mrs. …

Bishop Michael’s letter of thanks:
On behalf of Central Buganda Diocese and my
own, I need to register our sincere thanks and
gratitude to the Diocese of Rupert’s Land at large for
that gift of love towards our church communities.
Please convey our thanks to all our friends
who generously gave in their financial support.
May the good Lord continue to bless you all
especially in this Covid-19 pandemic.
Yours in Christ,
Bishop Michael Lubowa
Impossibility? Is Zoom a possibility? Bugandan
parishioners do not have sufficient Internet services
with their smaller individual cellphones. Sufficient
taping IT equipment is beyond thinking about, and
technical support is unavailable.

Latest missive from our companion diocese
There is one major obstacle in Central Buganda
regarding going to worship. Government mandated that
our brothers and sisters wishing to enter church during
Covid-19 must first be tested with a thermometer
device. Devices cost $60.00 each. This cost prohibits
churches to invite believers inside their sanctuary.
(Look carefully in the priest’s hands.)

Our Ugandan children and school
Presently, 133 children generally cared for by their
grandmothers, would normally qualify to go to school.
Due to Covid restrictions only candidate students are
being taught and will write exams. A candidate student
is one graduating from one level to a second, i.e. primary
to junior high, or a high school student studying to
go to university and training. Bishop Michael has
asked our Companion Diocese Committee (CDC) to
immediately send monies set aside for schooling. This
total of $5,179.00 will empty the CDC account and also
provide for a small number of children to continue their
studies. Keeping all of these children in our prayers is
a very real need. We can pray. More prayers and fundraising will happen in early March of 2021.

Good news
After an appeal in the
Diocese of Rupert’s Land
donations were gathered
and sent to Central
Buganda Diocese. There
are 30 main churches in
Central Buganda and
30 thermometer devices
were purchased for our
brothers and sisters in the
last week of October

Let us be vigilante for all of those in our larger bubbles.
- Jo Tapscott,
Mission and Outreach Committee

One
month
later,
sufficient monies were
again donated for 70
more thermometers to be
purchased and distributed. Unlike Rupert’s Land, the
sister diocese has 193 daughter/mission churches.

The DNA of creation
We Franciscans believe that the first coming of “the
Christ” is in creation itself. The Franciscan philosopher
and theologian John Duns Scotus (1266‒1308), whom
I studied for four years, wrote that “God first wills
Christ as his supreme work.” Creation could not have
been empty of Christ for billions of years. In other
words, God’s “first idea” and priority was to make
the Godself both visible and shareable. The word

Chris Barnes, Chair of the Companion Diocese
Committee, writes:
“…an essential need not only met the requirement
from the government to be able to re-open but it has
provided some peace of mind for our brothers and
sisters to return to church in midst of the pandemic.
Worshipping in community is such an essential
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used in the Bible for this idea was Logos (from Greek
philosophy), which I would translate as the “Blueprint”
or Primordial Pattern for reality. The whole of creation
is the beloved community, the partner in the divine
dance. Everything is the “child of God”—not only
Jesus. There are no exceptions. When you think of it,
what else could anything be? All creation must in some
way carry the divine DNA of the Creator.

Do you remember Mr. and Mrs. …
Answer: Shirley and Neil Almdal

A nine-letter word
The word is startling. Find the answer to the order of
letters to remove in later pages.

At Christmastime, most people think about the birth
of the baby Jesus as the “coming” of Christ. Yet Advent
reveals more; it is about preparing ourselves for the
Christ to come in personal, contracted, and visible
form. Only a perfect, trusting individual could allow
such greatness to focus and communicate through
a human body. Modeling the entire divine pattern of
incarnation, Mary had to trust littleness or, better said,
bigness becoming littleness! Go imagine.

Hearts together, arms apart
Reflection in the time of Covid.
I grew up learning to fear an atom and the explosive
force that could destroy us all. Covid-19 has us by our
throats and noses, and by our touch. But our hearts
beat with the throb of connection – arms apart.
Back when we thought spring was about to explode
after a weary, wicked winter, we assumed at first the
virus would go away and we would soon continue to
live as we had been living.

Mary could trustingly carry Jesus, because she knew
how to receive spiritual gifts — in fact, the spiritual
gift. She offers a profound image of how generativity
and fruitfulness break into this world. We have much
to learn from her.

Now eleven months in we know that is not so. We who
live now will mark this year as the time it all changed –
a planetary shift in the habitation of the earth. Due to
an unseen plague that potentially lurked inside of every
breath in and out and in every touch.

First, we learn that we can’t manage, maneuver, or
manipulate spiritual energy. It is a matter of letting
go and receiving what is given freely. It is the gradual
emptying of our attachment to our small “separate”
self so that there is room for new conception and new
birth. There must be some displacement before there
can be any new “replacement”! Mary is the archetype
of such self-displacement and surrender.

The visuals were greater than anything we could
imagine up to that time.
This time we can’t see the enemy.
It lurks on every kiss and on every glass of water. This
enemy is insidious.

There is no mention of any moral worthiness,
achievement, or preparedness in Mary, only humble
trust and surrender. She gives us all, therefore, a
bottomless hope in our own little state. If we ourselves
try to “manage” God or manufacture our own
worthiness by any performance principle whatsoever,
we will never give birth to the Christ, but only more of
ourselves.

Many of us who have vulnerabilities know that we
are dancing with a dark spectre whenever we enter a
crowded space, or get in the elevator, or take a bus or
taxi, or walk into a washroom, or pick up a bag at the
takeout, or tap your card before you finger-tap your ID
code on the touchpad; before you scratch your nose,
or rub your eyelids when they itch after too much
computer time, or when you wake up in the morning
when you haven’t had enough sleep uninterrupted by
Covid dreams and insanity.

Whenever the material and the spiritual coincide, there
is the Christ. Jesus fully accepted that human-divine
identity and walked it into history. Henceforth, the
Christ “comes again” whenever we are able to see the
spiritual and the material coexisting, in any moment,
in any event, and in any person. All matter reveals
Spirit, and Spirit needs matter to “show itself ”! What
I like to call the “Forever Coming of Christ” happens
whenever and wherever we allow this to be utterly true
for us. This is how God continually breaks into history.

“Is this the future?” you ask. “No” a stern voice says:
“this is how it is now”.
I lament my losses in my physical absence from
St. Luke’s: not going for coffee after service because I
thought I am not good at “chit chat.” Not hearing the
bells call to worship as I park my car. Not hearing the
slam of the front door and the hollow stamping of
snowy or muddy boots on the old entrance floors of
St. Luke’s. I miss the glorious stained glass and Last

- R.Rohr, 2020-12-06
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Supper window with morning sun streaming through,
the beautifully carved pulpit and the fine chancel
screen separating the chancel from the nave. Finding
“my seat” – only assumed by me after finding it vacant
after my several first visits to St. Luke’s and adopting it
soon after.

troubled and anxious souls – food for the mind and
comfort to the heart in the time of Covid.
Thanks to all at St. Luke’s who make this possible.
We are in a new time of adapting to situations; trying
to build on our strengths – and struggling with our
weaknesses – some of which we may not have known
we had.

I lament the absence of Father John Wortley and
celebrate how much he touched my life in the short
time I knew him.

God help us.
- David Owen Lucas

I lament not hearing Barbara sitting behind me and her
beautiful voice in song. I lament not seeing across the
aisle, Edith, whom I hugged every Sunday at The Peace.
I was thrilled to have met her since she first attended
St. Luke’s. She leaned forward and tapped me on the
shoulder and said; “this is my first day here and I’m
watching you so I know what to do!” I said “Oh, you
picked the wrong guy – I am following others but stick
with me!”

My first Christmas in heaven
I see the countless Christmas trees around the world below
With tiny lights, like Heaven’s stars, reflecting on the snow
The sight is so spectacular, please wipe away the tear
For I am spending Christmas with Jesus Christ this year.
I hear the many Christmas songs that people hold so dear
But the sounds of music can’t compare with the Christmas
choir up here.
I have no words to tell you, the joy their voices bring.
For it is beyond description, to hear the angels sing.

I lament the absence of singing – our wonderful choir
and their ceremonious procession into the church and
up into their stalls. The powerful harmonious voices of
St. Luke’s choir always uplifts at their opening chords.

I know how much you miss me, I see the pain inside your
heart
But I am not so far away, We really aren’t apart.
So be happy for me, dear ones, You know I hold you dear.
And be glad I’m spending Christmas with Jesus Christ
this year.

I miss partaking of the Sacrament, the ceremony and
ritual of every Sunday, and realize that however few or
many there are that it is the gathering of community
that makes the Sunday morning service so fulfilling and
sustaining in my life. If the opportunity arises in future
I look forward to being a more active participant.

I sent you each a special gift, from my heavenly home
above.
I sent you each a memory of my undying love.
After all, love is a gift more precious than pure gold.
It was always most important in the stories Jesus told.

But I can not be only about lamenting what is no more
– but learn to accept, adopt, and value our lives as we
adapt to a new and uncharted way.

Please love and keep each other, as my Father said to do.
For I can’t count the blessing or love he has for each of you.
So have a Merry Christmas and wipe away that tear
Remember, I am spending Christmas with Jesus Christ
this year.

There are some positive outcomes in these online
“broadcasts” that were quite unexpected.
One is the intimacy with the choir – our wonderful
Schola Cantorum. Through the online service I’ve come
to recognize and appreciate the voices of Liam, Richard,
Olivia, Brittany, and Gail, and the beautiful organ
voluntaries by Vincent – I am enthralled watching his
fingers and seeing his focus on the keyboards and music.
The glimpses of Blair, his head reflected in the mirror
or poking above the organ console, as he is a master
at the organ along with conducting. Blair’s production
skills and attention to detail for these online services
make these a beautiful visual and audio experience.

- Author unknown
from Reinhold Pauls

Central to all, I value the homilies by Fathers Paul
and Dwight. Every week there is a succinct message
to be listened to and heard, a comparison to make,
a reflection to be entered upon. It is a tonic for our
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All four of our students were keen to return to school
after having a disrupted year in 2019–2020. We
normally hear their news in February or the early
spring. The information is given to Susan Roe-Finlay
and it is posted on the board to the right of the stage.
With the current situation, any updates will be added
to the weekly newsletter or The Winged Ox.

Haiti Report - December 2020
We sent a US cheque to GLA Canada in July to
support the education of four students. We have been
supporting these students for a few years and we are
delighted to learn of their progress.

In the last edition we reported on a story of Nickerla
Ambroise Etienne who was turned away from her
school in August as there was no funding for her. This
image shows Nickerla studying at home when she was
forbidden from attending school:

Iverson Laguerre

Our family contacted God’s Littlest Angels to see if we
could fund Nickerla’s education ourselves. GLA made
enquiries and would do it for one year as it was beyond
the scope of their program. Others had responded faster
than we had and when we went on line we discovered
Nickerla had received support to continue her education.
We have not seen any updates since the summer.

Bibences François

Windy Dolce

Windy Dolce
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- Colin and Elizabeth Briggs

To prepare for the Annual General Meeting, to be held
in February 2021, suitable candidates are needed to
fill upcoming vacancies on the Parish Council. There
is an opportunity for a keen individual to spearhead
the search for these candidates. This would be a shortterm commitment of two months as Chair of the
Nomination Committee. Please consider if you would
be interested in this worthwhile service to your parish.
(Newsletter, 2020-11-29)

A nine-letter word - solution
Remove letters in this order: L T A R T G S N I
(Remove 2nd “T” after removing the “L”.

To assist you, here is a website and the specific diocesan
canon (rule) covering terms for wardens and vestry
members.
For Canon 22, Section 4, i.e. you need to know whether
the vestry member or either warden is eligible.
http://www.rupertsland.ca/reference/canons
Canon 22 4:

or look like one of our relatives:

“4. (a) Members of the vestry shall continue in office
until their successors are elected or appointed. (b)
Subject to subsection 4(c), no member of the vestry
shall continue in office for more than six consecutive
years. (c) In special circumstances, the vestry may,
by resolution, declare a person eligible for re-election
or re-appointment as churchwarden, member of the
vestry, lay-delegate or parish treasurer notwithstanding
that the person has served six successive years in the
same office.”
The last AGM report (for the year 2019) gives a list of
the length of service and which parish councillors and
wardens have reached their term and are due to retire.

Annual General Meeting - February 2021

A prayer for now – a hope for later
As the body of Christ is sacramentally being received
by people present at our online services, the following
prayer appears on our screen. While we may not, at this
time, receive the Holy Sacrament, I think it is a good
prayer for any time.

Jesus, I believe you are present in the most
Holy Sacrament. I love you above all things
and I desire to receive you into my soul.
Since I cannot at this moment receive you
sacramentally, come at least spiritually into
my heart. I embrace you as if you were already
there and I unite myself wholly to you. Never
permit me to be separated from you.
Amen.

Nominations for Parish Council members
will be held shortly.
Nominate someone … with their permission.
Offer to have your name stand.
Chair of the Nomination Committee
Our parish relies on willing and capable volunteers in many
capacities, one of which is serving on the Parish Council.
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A prayer for 2021

Jingle Jangle Bells
A few months ago, the parish was contacted by
Canada’s Dominion Carilloneur, Andrea McCrady,
inviting us to participate in a proposal that a simple
version of “Jingle Bells” be played on carillons and
chimes across the country, and combined in an
audio-video medley.
Thank you to Anne and Ted Rennie who tended to the
two outside cameras and digital audio recorder while
recording occurred in November. (Doesn’t the church
look spectacular?)
The result of our contribution to this national,
seasonal offering is available at the following link:

Behold the servant of the Lord!
I wait thy guiding eye to feel,
to hear and keep thy every word,
to prove and do thy perfect will,
joyful from my own works to cease,
glad to fulfil all righteousness.
Me if thy grace vouchsafe to use,
meanest of all thy creatures, me,
the deed, the time, the manner choose,
let all my fruit be found of thee;
let all my works in thee be wrought,
by thee to full perfection brought.
My every weak, though good design,
o’er rule, or change, as seems thee meet;
Jesus, let all my work be thine!
Thy work, O Lord, is all complete,
and pleasing in thy father’s sight;
thou only hast done all things right.
Here then to thee thy own I leave,
mould as thou wilt thy passive clay;
but let me all thy stamp receive,
but let me all thy words obey,
serve with a single heart and eye,
and to thy glory live and die.
- Charles Wesley
Sung to the hymn-tune: Mozart (Die Zauberflote)

https://player.vimeo.com/video/480956711
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Prayer List
Please include the following people
in your prayers:
Parishioners
Heather Baxter-Naughten, Tom, Kevin, and
Liam Naughten, Fr. Tom Graham,
Dorothy and John Funnell, Barb Rex,
Paige Sheraty, Tyler Van Vliet,
Janice Van Vliet, Maggie Seaton and Iain,
Linda and James Sherrett, Vivien Isfeld,
Reinhold Pauls, David Owen Lucas, Gail,
Kris Watson, Shirley and Neil Almdal,
Paul Hogue, Paul and Beryl Magel,
Nancy Dunn, Jeff Brown, Bill Brant,
Georgie Snead, Ann Croft, Ted R.,
Cecile Chiddenton, John Judge.

The next Winged Ox
will be the
Lent / Easter edition.
Deadline: Sunday 4 March 2021

Friends and Family
Ladena Mabley, John Rummery, r.i.p.,
The Very Rev. Ralph E. Baxter, r.i.p. and his
wife, Eileen, Jim Penhale, Carole V.,
Ross Webster, Krystyna Baranowski, r.i.p.,
Marilyn Jones, r.i.p., Julien Van Vliet,
Mary Shurrock, Jim M., Lorena M.,
Fadi Hammash, Marilyn and Ron Yuzark,
Judy, Mau, Breann Berezowski,
Barb Nightingale, Tom, Pat, Norma, Shirley,
Elizabeth, Monica, Bev, Andrew M.,
all healthcare workers, Tom, Niels,
Meghan Conrad, Elliot, Dean, Diane Natuik,
Nurse Ashley, Maxine N., Kenneth Kinnard,
Tim Plett, Glen King, Jim M.,
David Hagerman, Lar, Marcus, Simon, Kayla,
Jason, Jim Carr, Alain Carlson,
The Rev. Canon John Ezeobi, Jenny Miller,
George Peterson, Daphne W., Walter Mildren,
Ed Miller, George Nelson.

The Winged Ox
Editor: Sheila Welbergen stwelbergen@shaw.ca
The Winged Ox is published four times a year
by the Parish Church of St. Luke,
Diocese of Rupert’s Land, Anglican Church of Canada,
130 Nassau St., N., Winnipeg, MB R3L 2H1.
The opinions expressed in these articles published
herein are the views of their authors
and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the editor or the Parish of St. Luke.
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